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Title
(English translation):

URL

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-32057601

Language/s:

Arabic, English, Farsi, Russian

Author (if available):

—

Institution Name or
Project:

BBC

Access Date:

January 2019

e-Civeles Code:

PM 12

Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

No specific criteria
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness

✔

Gaining geospatial / geographical competences
Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training
Promoting awareness to immigrants

✔

Summary of the game
The Syrian conflict has torn the country apart, leaving thousands dead and driving
millions to flee their homes. Many seek refuge in neighbouring countries but others pay
traffickers to take them to Europe – risking death, capture and deportation.
If you were fleeing Syria for Europe, what choices would you make for you and your
family? Take our journey to understand the real dilemmas the migrants face. This journey
is based on extensive research and real stories of Syrians who have made the journey.
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Technical issues
yes

✔
✔

Registration required
Standalone application / must be installed
Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?

no

✔

All

✔
✔

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash
Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

–

✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)

Syrian Journey includes links to personal stories, background information, and further
discussion on social media. Overall, it is a simple but effective example of how interactive
fiction can be used to explore difficult humanitarian challenges in a way that makes them
readily understandable to a broader audience.
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

Screenshot(s) of the game
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